BLUE OAK

Reg. No. 5,851,165
Registered Sep. 03, 2019
Int. Cl.: 9, 35, 45
Service Mark
Trademark
Principal Register

Blue Oak Council Inc. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
725 Washington St Ste 203
Oakland, CALIFORNIA 94607

CLASS 9: Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of guides, legal forms, and business forms in the field of law
FIRST USE 3-6-2019; IN COMMERCE 3-6-2019

CLASS 35: Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of standardized public software licenses
FIRST USE 3-6-2019; IN COMMERCE 3-6-2019

CLASS 45: Legal information services in the field of intellectual property; Providing information in the field of intellectual property legal services; Providing on-line information in the field of intellectual property
FIRST USE 3-6-2019; IN COMMERCE 3-6-2019

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR

SER. NO. 88-323,101, FILED 03-02-2019

Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office